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Lighting Playback Controller

Overview
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EXT

The Pharos LPC (Lighting Playback Controller) is
an award-winning, all-in-one control solution for
themed entertainment and LED lighting ®
installations. It features individually controllable
and independently running timelines and scenes,
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Features
Pharos Engine

The intelligent Pharos Engine gives you complete control of your installation. Based on individually controllable and independently running
timelines and scenes, it lets you build dynamic, precise, fully customisable pre-programmed lighting displays, all while giving you the freedom of
real-time manual overrides, flexible multi-zone control, prioritisation and more.
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Timing is everything. Whatever the stimulus, Pharos Trigger can handle it. You can control your lighting with responsive, reactive programming.
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Pharos Designer

Programmed and configured using the free Pharos Designer software – available for Windows or Mac OS X – with upload over Ethernet or USB.

Installer Friendly

1/2

1/2 clamp
Made for permanent installation, with installer-friendly 0.200” (5.08mm) plug-in rising
terminals, a rugged, compact enclosure, and easy DIN rail mounting.
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Contact Closure

Connect an external volt-free switch between input and ground
(internal 2.2k pull-up to 5V)
Connect an external
voltage source between input and ground
Capabilities
Digital In
(24V maximum; internal 2MOhm pull-down to 0V);
Contact Closure softwareconfigurable
Connect an externallow/high
volt-freethreshold
switch between input and ground
(internal 2.2k pull-up to 5V)
Analog In
Connect an external voltage source between input and ground
Digital In
Connect an external voltage source between input and ground
(24V
maximum); software-configurable range
(24V maximum; internal 2MOhm pull-down to 0V); softwareRS232;
configurable
port;
send/receive free syntax in ASCII,
Serial Data
configurable
low/high
threshold
HEX
or decimal
Analog In
Connect
an external voltage source between input and ground
(24V maximum);
range
Control
for up to 64software-configurable
DALI devices; DALI discovery
and
DALI Master
configuration
commands
Serial Data
RS232; configurable
port; send/receive free syntax in ASCII, HEX
or DALI
decimal
Use
messages from other systems or wall panels as
DALI Slave
triggers
in for
Pharos
DALI Master
Control
up to 64 DALI devices; DALI discovery and
configuration
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Emergency Lighting Schedule
automatic
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Emergency Lighting
Bus Power Detection A separate DALI bus power supply is required – but the EXT
Emergency Lighting Schedule automatic Function and Duration
cantests;
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errorslevel and lamp hours; test
automatic
querying
for battery
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Temperature
Power
Humidity
Required
Ingress
Temperature
Physical
Humidity
Ingress
Shipping
Physical

Recovery
Shipping

Warranty

Recovery
Warranty

CE compliant, ETL/cETL listed
Mains-powered; 100-240VAC / 50-60Hz /
Specifications
0.1A (10W typical)
Pharos
TPC ETL/cETL listed
CE
compliant,
0°C to 50°C (32°F
to 122°F) / 50-60Hz
Mains-powered;
100-240VAC
/10-50%
0.1A (10W
typical)
relative,
non-condensing
Pharos
IP40 TPC
0°C
to wide
50°C DIN
(32°Frail
to mounting
122°F) enclosure
8 unit
10-50%
relative,
non-condensing
(DIN43880
/ EN60715
(35/7.5 rail))
IP40
0.5 kg (1.1 lbs)
x 15
x 12
cm
x 6″ x 5″)enclosure
820
unit
wide
DIN
rail(8″
mounting
(DIN43880
EN60715 (35/7.5 rail))
0.7 kg (1.6/ lbs)
0.5
kg (1.1 lbs)
Hardware
watchdog and recessed reset
20
x 15 x 12 cm (8″ x 6″ x 5″)
button
0.7 kg (1.6 lbs)
5 years
Hardware watchdog and recessed reset
button
5 years

result and error reporting web page
Bus Power Detection
A separate DALI bus power supply is required – but the EXT can
detect and report bus power errors

Interfaces

TPC PoE
Ethernet

TPC PoE

DMX512
DALI Ethernet
Serial
DMX512
Inputs
DALI
Serial
Inputs

RJ45 socket with Link/Data LEDs for direct connection to TPC
only (100m max distance)
Interfaces Ethernet with Link/Data LEDs;RJ45 socket for 10/100Base-TX
Fixed
IPsocket
or DHCP;
(PoE)
RJ45
with Power-over-Ethernet
Link/Data LEDs for direct
connection to TPC only
Isolated
port, RDM compatible *
(100mDMX
max distance)
RJ45(up
socket
fordevices)
10/100Base-TX
with Link/Data LEDs;
Master
to 64
or SlaveEthernet
*
Fixed*IP or DHCP; Power-over-Ethernet (PoE)
RS232
Isolated DMX port, RDM compatible *
Individually
selectable operating mode for contact closure, digital
Master (up
to (24V
64 devices)
or Slave
or analog
input
maximum)
* *

RS232 * 0.200″ (5.08mm) plug in rising clamp connectors (included)
* Install-friendly

Individually selectable operating mode for contact closure, digital
or analog input (24V maximum) *

* Install-friendly 0.200″ (5.08mm) plug in rising clamp connectors (included)

Order Code & Variants

EXT

EXT

Order
Codefor&TPCVariants
Extension
connectivity (DMX,
DALI, IO, serial, mains-powered)

Extension for TPC connectivity (DMX,
DALI, IO, serial, mains-powered)

Pharos TPC required
Pharos TPC required
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